This paper aims to reveal orientalism and how single story about Muhammad has been created. Single story created stereotype which containing the truth, but it was incomprehensive ways or unfinished story. According to Diechie, single story is a way to tell and portray something monolithically. Single story is related to tendency of human centered for seeing that she is better than other. There are no possibilities to look at the other as equal and connected with them. The other has assumed as an alien that is totally different and has no possibilities to be connected with them. This paper also describes debate between Edward Said and Bernard Lewis and Richard King about orientalism. These scholars are coming from different background but having shared point of view about orientalism.
Introduction
As a non-Muslim, I inherited a bad story about Islam from my parent and my religious teacher. My parent prefers to turn off television when Azan Maghrib is showed in TV. The portrayal about Islam, as I perceived, was arrogant and full of war, and also about God who has many wives.
Otherwise, the teacher of Sunday school also told about the burning of churches and the murder of pastors in remote area. In my memory, the face of Islam was full of violence. It is not only me who inherited bad story
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Penyuluh Agama Kristen Kemenag Kota Medan email: dee_bayanc@yahoo.co.id 62 Deva Alvina Br. Sebayang about other religions; it almost happened in all religious communities. The parents and religious leaders inherited the bad stories about other religions to their son and young generation. Islamic generation was also inherited a bad story about Christian; it was also the generation from other religions.
The stories about them influences the ways they did socialization and chose friends, the shyness could be as mocking.
The bad story about the others is coming from single story. A writer and poet from Africa, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, argued that the story has power, but human is always only having one single story.
Single story created stereotype which some time contains the truth, but it is incomprehensive ways or unfinished story. (Esposito 2006, 200) .
In religious studies, it can be understood that there are long history about 
Danger of Single Story
Single Story Definition
Chimomanda Dichie is a storyteller from Africa, she has presented about the Danger of Single Story. In the beginning, she began her story with her interest in reading children novels from America and British.
Besides reading, she also drawing, the character drawn is a blonde, blue eyes and playing snow. From her story, it can be concluded that Dichie has big contribution for imagination and human memories. The character she read when she was a child looked alive in her mind. It made strange figure became natural and real. The story that she read had stirred her imagination.
According to Dichie, Single story is a way to tell and portrays something monolithically. Single story is related to tendency of human, centered for them and seeing that she is better than others. There is no possibility for looking others as equal and connected with them. Another is an alien that is totally different and has no possibilities to be connected with them. Why single story is dangerous for Diechie? There is tendency that single story is related to the power. Diechie said that "Power is the ability not just to tell the story of another person, but to make it the definitive story of that person. The consequence of the single story is this: It robs people of dignity. It makes our recognition of our equal humanity difficult.
It emphasizes how we are different rather than how we are similar". As it is mentioned that the tendency in building the image for recognizing that they are better or recognizing others in their image meanwhile, the image containing testimony of definitive story needed by human. The danger 65 is when the storyteller has power syndrome related to their stories. Thus, the telling tends to judge by using their own perspective, not as equal as human about understanding the difficulties of life. Finally, the danger of single story is in the emphasizing about the different, not in the similarities.
Interestingly, the theory about single story is also containing the truth, but it is not complete or unfinished story. The big mistake is when there is no tendency to continue the process and stuck in the single story.
There is no interaction process, discussion, continuing process or revisiting the exits stories.
Orientalism Definition
This paper is written with passion to know Islam deeply. The writer realizes that after passing first semester in religious studies, there was 'single story' about Islam inherited to her. It seems that it is unfair if she does not check that memory. The keyword that she found is Orientalism.
In the beginning, orientalism used for two realms, first in art college-- 
A. Orientalism in the Perspective of Edward Said
Orientalism in academically is indoctrinating orient and oriental as Edward Said (1982) said his book Orientalism. He is a Palestinian, studied in Egypt but in the early of his age he moved to America. Edward took Occident in technology and literature are more advance than orient.
Otherwise the reality that western colonization over eastern can't be denied. The story about eastern can't be replaced from western's view over eastern.
Orientalism is the way of thinking based on ontological and 
B. Orientalism in the perspective of Bernard Lewis
Said's understanding about orientalism is much questioned by Lewis. Bernard Lewis is British-American historian specializing in oriental studies. He is also known as a public intellectual and political commentator.
According to Bernard the term Orientalist is already polluted. "What did the word mean before it was poisoned by the kind of intellectual pollution that in our time has made so many previously useful words unfit for use in rational discourse?" Orientalism than is horrible word for scholars, that pollution has decreased the value of orientalism.
Two things criticized by Lewis are about:
The naming of the Orient or Arabian is as polarization process between West and East. Lewis explains that the naming occurred because of the increasing of complex knowledge to make it easier, orient to describe the area that they were studying, the so-called Orient, was seen to extend far beyond the Middle Eastern lands on which European attention had hitherto been concentrated, and to include the vast and remote civilizations of India and China.
In addition, it was accidentally making the last-named term, e.g. Arabist, has also gone through a process of re-semanticization. The aim to denote a scholar professionally concerned with the language, history, or culture of a particular land and people. The creation of the term or the naming was not created to create the distance but was created because of the more complex knowledge due to the changing times.
The word Orientalist already contains the sensitivity of identity.
Said's Critics against the West is about generalizing approach that all orientalists are bad with the aim of colonialism. For Lewis, not all
Orientalists come from the State of colonialism, and then Lewis exemplifies the Germany orientalist who has a lot of study of the Eastern world, but absolutely not a colonial State. Lewis (1982) also disagrees with Said's approach which is against the structure of the result works of Oriental 
C. Definition of Orientalism from Richard King
Orientalism is the way of depiction eastern by western that dominated with lens and western paradigm. Thus according to Richard King (2013), the failure of orientalism as follow:
1. The example is the failure in depicting the mystical genealogy. The source of that failure is western thinking that is much influenced by enlightened era. The enlighten period brought the gap between secular world and religious world, public and private the assumption is that religious privatization will be the power of modern community.
Mystic is private and personal and being modern is being leaving mystic behind. . 2. Using the word "World Religion" by western scholar constructed from Christian perspective. King articulated that the idea of 'worldreligions' is constructed from the Christian perspective, reliant on a text by which all doxy can be determined (66). As an impact, the religion of Hindu changed as monolithic religion "Hinduism" 
B. The Danger of Orientalism Single Story
According to Dichie, Single story is very dangerous because; is withdrawn directly in political activity it will be very dangerous.
Especially considering that the academic theory underlying the academic activity, which has very big influence towards life. The movements of the world born in the activity of the intelligentsia, for example Mahatma Ghandi, Martin Luther King, Hasan Al Bhana, etc. National Movement in Indonesia appears from the educated academics and reformation of Indonesia driven by student activists. Ideals championed by founding father produced academic theory in college. For that I agree with the concept of Dichie's "SINGLE STORY" that there can be truth but likely also false, the story is not yet over and the final that takes the process to correct the truth.
Conclusion Reconstruction of Single Story of Muhammad
The process that happened to me is also happened to orientalist, regardless of the influence of history. Austrian philosopher Karl Popper (Magee, 2008) . Science associated with the development of human. Suppose that in the history of western philosophy, in the period of ancient Greece theory has only been tested by discussion only. In the beginning period of science, the theory was (Nasr, 2000) . Muhammad is not a god, he is a perfect man. In a different book, Then it is a mistake or misunderstanding by studying other religions from the religious affiliations. But it is not that all Orientalists tell the ugliness of the Prophet Muhammad, is it?. Even there are many people who find and communicate that the Prophet Muhammad is excellent.
Washington Irving (1889, 199) Well-known as the "first American man of letters, "revealed the figure of Muhammad: ??
"He was sober and abstemious in his diet, and a rigorous observer of fasts. He indulged in no magnificence of apparel, the ostentation of a petty mind; neither was his simplicity in dress affected, but the result of a real disregard to distinction from so trivial a source ... In his private dealings he was just. He treated friends and strangers, the rich and poor, the powerful and the weak, with equity, and was beloved by the common people for the affability with which he received them, and listened to their complaints ... His military triumphs awakened no pride nor vain glory, as they would have done had they been effected for selfish purposes. In the time of his greatest power he maintained the same simplicity of manners and appearance as in the days of his adversity. So far from affecting regal state, he was displeased if, on entering a room, any unusual testimonial of respect were shown to him." Prophet Muhammad is someone who was well behaved and loving companions, family as well as strangers. He was someone who did not look at others from their wealth or office. As a person who has respected "He enhanced each in his own work, and his habits are not reaching anything if it does not really exist in his presence. Likewise, his habit in the association in middle of the community when he was talking with someone while staring at his face, he was not facing him with half face but with all my face and body facing him and with serious attitude to him. While shake hands, he did not let go of the hand before others release his hand. So are when he chatted with strangers do not leave it in the middle of the conversation nor ear turned away of them. He is live a full life with simplicity. His habit is when need something, he would do with his own hands. When giving alms, he gave it with his own hands directly to beggars. He helped his wives in household work ... Delegates and guests who come from outside the area, he greeted with welcoming and cheerful faces while saying welcome to them with respect and affection. He is very easy to be informed like the river flows towards the edge. In welcoming the arrival of the delegation and in solving judge actions of other governments can proved from history that in Muhammad [s.a.w.] knotted all the perfect ability and discretion. Of all cases surprising is that he can not writing (Haekal, 1995) .
Connectivity of humans today is not as difficult as the time of the early Orientalist. Digital era has made easy conectivity of people who live in the planet Earth. Every human around the world will be connected as long as it has the internet facility 
